THE POINTER

W. E. A. Broadcasting Institute

Wood, Cartoonist, Talks And Chalks

Bob Wood, brilliant young cartoonist and entertainer, will present a morning assembly tomorrow at 10:00 A.M. He calls his program "Dramatic Adventures with Chalk".

Wood has appeared at this college several times. In the past, and everyone has heartily enjoyed his presentations. The pictures he makes, seemingly with only a few random strokes of chalk of various colors, are really stunning, and when he plays different colored lights upon the sketches the effects are beautiful.

Because the assembly is not scheduled at the regular time, there will be a change in the time of meeting of some of the classes. Friday's ten and eleven o'clock classes will meet today at ten and eleven.

Bill Concerning Degrees

Introduced In Legislature

A bill to permit teachers colleges to grant other degrees than the B. E. was recently introduced in the legislature. The bill has one clause which restricts this procedure. If this clause could be changed, the degrees could be granted. The other degrees desired are the B. S., B. A., and Ph. B. Several members of the administration of this college attended a recent hearing on this bill in the committee. They reported that no one appeared who was against the proposed change.

French Students Attend University Production

Thirty three students, accompanied by Miss Davis, will leave for their annual trip to Madison this weekend. The group plans to leave here early Saturday morning in the college bus and private cars to return late Saturday night.

The play which is being presented this year is "Dr. Knock", a modern satire on doctors. It was very successful everywhere it has been presented.

After the play all of the group is invited to the French tea, a very interesting part of the day which is devoted entirely to French.

---

English "Open House" April 19

Arrangements are being made by the college English department for an "open house day" at Central State Teachers College on Monday, April 19. All English teachers of the central part of Wisconsin will be invited to attend and to participate in programs based on English work.

The principal feature of the day's events will be the appearance of G. Marden Haddock, principal of Leeds College of Music in England. Mr. Haddock is professor of speech and music in the college, and is a specialist in the field of combining speech and music. His motto is "the singer should learn to speak, and every speaker should learn to sing".

Mr. Haddock is a fine actor as well, and has toured Europe with a "cabinet" of music. He will discuss traditional ballads and folk songs and will present a detailed report on the study of song and voice.

Mr. Haddock will speak at 1:30 and the afternoon program will be followed by an informal gathering in the Home Economics parlor for visiting teachers and English majors.

Prom To Have Dating Bureau

"Every one has a date" is the theme of the committee on arrangements for the Junior Prom to be held on April 24. Rosalie Timm is in charge of a "dating bureau" which promises results for any and everybody regardless of race, creed, or color.

The Prom will be held on Saturday, April 24 despite any other conflicting reports. Due to the fact that it is Saturday and that dancing must cease at midnight, the dance will last from 8:00 to 12:00.

A scheme for the dance is still undecided but will be planned very shortly by decoration chairmen Bill Larson. There is no announcement made by King Charter in regard to his lady for the night but smart money is pointing to "a certain blonde" who is often seen in the royal company.

Don't forget. If you want a date—see Rosalie Timm.

---

Phi Sigma Epsilon, Sigma Tau Gamma Announce Merger

By Cliff Malechow

Kappa Chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon, which is the local chapter, has just received word from its National Council concerning the merger of Phi Sigma Epsilon and Sigma Tau Gamma to form an organization known as the "Association of Teachers College Fraternities".

The founding fraternities, Phi Sigma Epsilon and Sigma Tau Gamma, are the oldest and largest fraternities in the United States operating solely in four year teachers colleges.

The objectives of the association are: to encourage the development and extension of men's fraternities in teachers colleges, to promote activities to meet the special needs of men in these institutions, to encourage high professional and social standards among member groups, to maintain mutual cooperation and understanding between teachers college fraternities and administrative authorities, and to establish a strong, definite, and appropriate fraternity system in teachers colleges.

The Council includes twenty-one chapters located in fourteen states of the Union. The local Chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon, Kappa, and Kappa Chapter of Sigma Tau Gamma, located at Whitewater State Teachers College, are the two chapters located in Wisconsin.
Tips On Tomes - - -

If you have caught up on all of your studying during Easter vacation, read the following books and forget academic work for a little while.

Live Alone and Like It, by Marjorie Hillis

Miss Hillis is on the editorial staff of the College. She lives alone and likes it, and in her book she tells you many things you can do about living alone. You can do as you please; you 'take a load off your shoulders' and are free to use your own mind. "You can have a thoroughly good time! The only trouble with the new building is that it may break up a lot of hitherto happy homes and cause an epidemic of living alone." Men are forbidden to read this book, because it will do them no good. Miss Hillis says, "The old-fashioned notion that solitary women are objects of charity was killed in the War." It's a wise, gay, little book, so read and enjoy it!

Taint Right, by Westbrook Pegler

This book is full of Mr. Pegler's observations of events in foreign and domestic big tents and side shows. Many barbs are aimed at regimented Europe, English pomp, and at American panorama by Westbrook Pegler, the enthusiastic and cordially hated, brilliant columnist. This book will give you a vital view of contemporary events unsurpassed in the annals of modern journalism.

New Ways in Photography, by Jacob Diahin

Here is a book for the amateur camera man. This is a discussion of the most up-to-date methods used by amateur and professional photographers for obtaining good pictures. It discusses photography, night and indoor work, 9. pictur es. It is useful by amateur and professional camera man. This book gives a vital view of contemporary events unsurpassed in the annals of modern journalism.

Calendar of Events

Friday, April 2 . . . . . . . . . Bob Wood (A. M.)
Saturday, April 10 . . . . Pan-Hellenic Dance
Friday, April 16 . . . . . . . . Sigma Zeta Open House
Friday-Saturday,
April 16 and 17 . . . . Sigma Zeta National Conclave
Monday, April 19 . . . Haddock (P. M.)
Friday, April 23 . . . . . . . . Music Festival
Saturday, April 24 . . . . . . . . Junior Prom
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The Stevens Point Daily Journal of Saturday, March 29, carried a fine editorial regarding the efforts that are being made to get a new gymnasium for Central State. Quoting from the paper of that date:

"Stevens Point goes after a New College Building."

"Stevens Point has made its bid for a new gymnasium for Central State Teachers College. A bill to appropriate $150,000 for that purpose has been introduced into the legislature by Senator Herman J. Severson of Iola. On Thursday a committee representing the Stevens Point Civic club presented its arguments in favor of the measure before the joint finance committee of the Senate and Assembly. No opposition was expressed at the hearing, and representatives of Stevens Point have no justification for drawing optimistic conclusions. The big problem before the legislature today is to find money to meet the demands on it.

In favor of Stevens Point's request for a new gymnasium for the college is the pressing need of such a building. Nobody has challenged that and we don't think that anyone can successfully challenge it. The need of the building is evidenced by the fact that the present gymnasium facilities are inadequate for the present and future needs of the students. The gymnasium is too small and not equipped with the latest equipment. The students are denied the opportunity to participate in a wide range of physical activities. The building is not climate controlled and is not suited for year-round use. The present gymnasium is also not able to accommodate the large number of students who are interested in participating in physical activities. The new gymnasium would be a significant step towards meeting the needs of the students and improving the physical education program at the college."

Along this line have been drastically handicapped, Mr. Cashin declared, because of lack of adequate gymnasium facilities. The same handicapping influence has been felt in competitive sports.

"This is not a local question," Mr. Cashin told the committee.

"It is something of state-wide importance because of the fact that the graduates of Stevens Point college go out all over the state to teach."

"The Journal is not betraying any confidence to say that the need of a new gymnasium on the campus is acute. The present gymnasium is inadequate for the needs of the students and the faculty. This is not only a matter of space but also of equipment and facilities. The new gymnasium would provide a much-needed improvement in the physical education program at the college."

Band Festival...

(Continued from page 1, col. 2)

not yet been chosen. There will also be judges for those soloists that will take part. There will be no division or placement of bands. Sealed criticisms, by the judges will be given to the bandmasters. This is a strictly instrumental band and orchestral festival. Facilities will not permit entering any vocal or instrumental organizations.

Record crowds have attended festivals in the past. 2500 is a conservative estimate of the crowd expected to attend this year.

NOTICE!

"8" Club meeting today at 4:00 o'clock in Mr. Watson's room.

Al. Buecholz, Pres.
Sigma Zeta Tonight
A special meeting of Sigma Zeta will be held tonight at 7:30 in Mr. Rogers room. All members must be present. The meeting will be short. Be there!

Tau Gamma Dance
Everyone welcomes the first dancing party after the Lenten Season. They’re welcome words then, as Tau Gamma Beta sorority announces that it will sponsor an informal dancing party in the new Gymnasium on Saturday evening, April third.

The fun will start in the gym for dancing from eight-thirty until twelve. All of you students who have “fasted” on dancing during Lent should welcome this “return to swing.”

Alums Back For Easter
Although Point was quiet during vacation with so many students at home, many former students of Central State Teachers College were here for Easter.

The ladies Barbara Joy, Hazel Bleck, and Florence Knop were here for their vacations. These teachers, who all graduated last June, are employed at Elmhurst, Illinois. Miss Dorothy Weber, who is a junior at Downer College in Milwaukee, also spent Easter at her home here.

Arba and Asher Shorey were at the Phi Sig House during their vacation. Arba is teaching at Elmhurst and Asher is teaching at his former home, Argonne, Wisconsin.

Other alumni who were here for a short time were Neal Rothman, John Collins, and “Webs” Berard.

Radio Notes...
On Wednesday, March 24th, announcing trials were held for those who desired positions on the radio announcing staff. There were nine contestants. Mr. Burroughs acted as judge.

The series “History and You” has been changed to Monday from four till four fifteen.

Eugene Bellowing and Ruth Nason are acting as script writers and assistants on the existing programs on Tuesday afternoons.

On Thursdays the faculty interviews will be conducted by Carroll Swanson and Barbara Walke. They will take the form of short dramatic skits.

The program “Poems and Music” will be resumed on Friday at four o’clock. Barbara Walke will read poetry, accompanied by Janet Joosten at the piano.

Hoffman Addresses Omegas
Mrs. Dorothy Dunn Hoffman was the guest speaker of the Omega Mu Chi sorority at a regular meeting in the recreation room at Nebson Hall on March twenty-second.

In her delightfully informal manner, she reviewed for the girls the highlights of the Annual Women’s Congress which was held recently at the Palmer House in Chicago. It was a most instructive and entertaining talk. She described the heated addresses given concerning the Supreme Court issue and other topics of national interest. The girls enjoyed, also, her descriptions of the women speakers, especially her remarks about their vivid personalities.

Society News

Mens Chorus Entertained
After Palm Sunday Concert

Director N. E. Knutzen and his mother entertained the Mens Chorus at a luncheon supper following a Vesper Service concert on Palm Sunday. The concert was presented to an appreciative audience at the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Among the guests at the luncheon were President and Mrs. Hyer, Rev. and Mrs. Peterson, Dean Steinor, Mr. T. A. Rogers, Mr. Edward Plank, Mr. Gilbert Faust, and accompanist Roberta Peterson. Mothers of several of the club members helped in serving a very tasty meal. Tables were beautifully decorated in school colors.

Following the luncheon there were several very complimentary talks made about the club and its activities. The afternoon concert consisted of songs appropriate to the occasion.

JACOBS & RAABE
Musical Headquarters
111 So. Third St. Phone 182
STEVEPS POINT, WIS.

CHIFFON HOSE
• Every Pair Perfect
• All New Spring Shades
• All Full Fashioned
68c Per Pair

Normington’s
Dry Cleaning and Laundry
PHONE 380

Augustana College Choir
will be at
C. S. T. C.
April 15 at 8 P.M.

Admission:
Reserved Seats - 75c
Regular Adults - 50c
High School or College Students - 25c

Do You Want A
Teaching Position?

We have the Vacancies and Contacts To Help You

Member Nat’l Ass’n Teachers’ Agencies
Ask Your Friends
Write Now!

SCHUMMERS
SCHOOL SERVICE
Minneapolis, Minn.
Challengers Meet
Champions April 5

The first round of Central State's boxing tournament saw champions ready to rule who will be in the eight classes was run off a week ago last Monday with twelve men in action as potential champions, ready for the second round which will take place about April 5.

A crowd of over 300 people turned out to see 36 rounds of fast fighting and they were not disappointed. Although many of the men had little or no previous ring experience, they were always right in there making it tough for the other fellow and at times surprising even their staunchest adherents by their willingness to mix it. In many cases, defense was forgotten in their excitement and the men slugged it out until one of them broke down.

A wrestling match was put on between the seventh and eighth bouts by the Marler and Sparhawk, well-known football men at Central State and grapplers of note. McGuire won the first fall in 1 min. 60 sec. and Sparhawk won the second fall in 6 minutes and 20 seconds. Amid the cheering of the crowd, the matches were scored a draw after the second fall.

The judges for the fights were Dr. Butler, Mr. Bowermack, and Mr. Crowley. With Coach Kotal, and the directors of the S. T. M. S., watching the boxers, the winners were:

The Round Class:

125 Pound Class:

George Hubbard, Stevens Point, 189 pounds, decision Roy Peterson, Stevens Point, 189 pounds.

Baker started out fast but tired rapidly and was an open target for Hubbard. Peterson was Hubbard's only knock out but was knocked out by Hubbard's frequent clinching. Hubbard's left was held back for fear of injuring his fisted left but his sharpshooting with the right was enough to overcome the handicap.

140 Pound Class:

Glen Harris, Plainfield, 151 pounds, decision 110 Baker, New Lisbon, 150 pounds.

Baker started out fast but tired rapidly and was an open target for Harris. Baker was only knock out but was knocked out by Harris' clinching. Both fighters sorely missed the veteran Michaels, who was a head taller than Sheel. Sheel was in the first round but was badly outclassed in the second and third rounds.

Phillip Sheel, Phillips, 119 pounds, decision by arbitration. Smith, Shewano, 120 pounds.

Sheel was inexperienced but got his first knock out. Baker started with both fighters using a close defense until Sheel's left began to do damage to Smith. Both fighters tired rapidly in the second round but Sheel got in many punishing blows to Smith's head.

150 Pound Class:

Charles Toberman, Stevens Point, 129 pounds, decision John Felix, Edgar, 129 pounds.

The fight was almost the entire fight except for brief exchanges, with Felix taking a lot of punishment from Tord's left. He was outboxed, but both fighters scored. This bout was the wind-up and was the best one to watch because of the boxing skill displayed by both men. Neither fighter could

Conference Coaches Meet In Milwaukee

Champions Captain

Tournaemnt Teams

Each member of Coach Kotal's championship team will capture a quartet of his boxers in the tournament which will start next week under the auspices of Ray Urban's, Central State's athletic manager.

This tournament is part of Coach Kotal's intramural program and will be run off in two rounds, the championship round and consolation round.

Anyone desiring to play on any of the teams is asked to contact the individual captains.

Boxers were warned to warm up well, they opened up and pushed many punishing blows past the other team's defense. Rusch was the all around better man, however, and deserved to win.

Heavyweight Class:

Walt Huldsch, Merrill, 185 pounds, won by decision from Tony Pienozny, Stevens Point, 178 pounds.

Batelle defeated Pienozny by a wide margin because of his tight defense and powerful left which caught the Point boy frequently. Both fighters opened up for him but Batelle's right hand never retreated even though he was taking a bad beating.

Fred Nix, Wausau, 195 pounds, won by decision from Lyke Brunner, Abbeotsford, 205 pounds.

Both of these boys were footballers and almost totally unskilled in leather flinging. Haymakers were flying in all directions with each man in momentary danger of going down for the count. Nix was the aggressor and knocked Brunner down twice, once for no count and the other time for a count of two. The crowd was an uproar during the whole fight, evidently waiting for one of the men to walk into a sleep-maker.

Welsby DRY CLEANERS

PROMPT SERVICE

Phone 688

CAHAIL'S

Distinctive Tailoring

Men's Suits

Ladies' Suits

Repair Work, Pressing

Phone 923

111 S. E. Public Square

KREMBS HARDWARE COMPANY

Since 1863
Tennis is being revived this year at Central State after a lapse of one term due to a lack of material to make up a team. According to present plans, the tennis team will accompany the track team to its meets and will oppose the respective college netters.

This year's team is being built around Morris Skinner, a veteran of three years on the Central tennis team and a finalist in two of them. Skinner was not in school last year but has improved considerably since then and is expected to make a strong bid for the state singles title. If a competent partner can be found, Skinner will also enter the doubles tournament where, with Irv Larson as his partner, he won second place in 1935.

All men interested in trying out for the team are urged to see either Skinner or Coach Kotal for further details. If enough aspirants turn out, it is expected that an elimination tournament will be run off to decide the man who will work with Skinner.

Setbacks

When Abraham Lincoln was a young man he ran for the legislature in Illinois and lost an election. He next entered business, failed, and spent seventeen years paying the debts of a worthless partner.

He was in love with a beautiful young woman to whom he became engaged, and then she died.

Later he married a woman who was a constant burden to him.

Entering politics again he ran for Congress and was badly defeated.

He tried to get an appointment in the United States Land Office and failed.

In 1856 he became a candidate for the Vice Presidency and was again defeated.

In 1858 he was defeated by Douglas.

One failure after another—bad failures—real setbacks. In face of all of this he eventually became one of the nation's greatest men, if not the greatest.

When you think of a series of setbacks like that doesn't it make you feel small to become discouraged, just because you think you are having a hard time in life?
I'm much oh, can't I, the importune... I'd like to die. There is no reason for life. I will fly above, For today I received no letter from my Love!

**Mother**

Just to know her is to love her And to feel her tender care Makes me very, very happy That her love I have to share.

**Easter**

Time is spent and lots of money Just to have the Easter Bunny Come and brighten up the day For both young and old, they say.

Children's thoughts are filled with sweets While Mom and Sis may walk the streets; Anxious for old King Sol To make a very early call.

**Anon**

Dad and Brother, so they say, Think it very foolish play, But after all is said and done Young and old have lots of fun.

**Thanks**

I offer up to thee In thanks, for I know that she Has always been guided from above And I have had her tender love.

**by Harold Rieffert**

I sit, I think, I mean, I scribble, To write a poem—good gosh such dribble! But write I must or else much will float from poor weary worn breeches.

To write of love — how can I? Never a maiden have I made sigh To show my love — I'm much to shy If it should happen I'd surely die.

The moon floats high overhead tonight But still I get no great inspiration All I get is excess perspiration As I sit, and think, and moan, and scribble.

**CITY FRUIT EXCHANGE**

**Fruits and Vegetables**

457 Main St. Phone 51

New Spring Suits, Topcats, Hats, Shirts, Furnishings and Oxfords

Buy and Save at SHAFTON'S

**Second Semester Training Teachers**


Practice teachers for the sixth grade include Marian Moreney, Leo Hilber, Roberta McWilliams, Dorothy Pfiffner, Margaret Miller, Mildred Larsen, Jeanette Nelson, Elizabeth Williams, John Pingel and Leonard Charter.

Fifth grade teachers are: Libby Prumraker, Avis Gehreks, Floy Stiem, Thelma Knutson, Margaret Miller, Vivian Schneeck, Mildred Brady and Buehler Bleicher.

Fourth grade: Elva Jones, Emily Jaken, Mary Balkebik, Alice Beets, and Edith Carlsen.

The Primary teachers are: Phyllis Murgatroyd, Christine Andrez, Mrs. Ellen Johnson, Zelda Weig, Regina Schwake, Helen Boslick, Anna Israel, Genevieve Krepsy, La Pearl Powell, Mabel Carlson and Charlotte Yarewski.

Several students are taking practice work at the local high school due to the crowded conditions at the training school. They are: Lloyd Hayes, Carroll Swanson, William Abendschein, Ben Goldberg and Eva Rae Gruen, American History; Donald Lee, Biology; Alvin Bucholz and La Verne Swanson, Chemistry; Margaret Owen and John Maier, Math.

Gertrude Koschollek is also teaching some advanced grammar at the Jefferson school.

**THE PURPOSE DEFEATED**

by Gene Connor

Please keep me from this thing I call love. I detest it. Tis' blab, Turtle Dove! What is so useless as a new moon? I'm older. My passion: I have waited. What? Ah, you've guessed it! I've been jilted.

**A Mere Day**

by Gene Connor

What is so rare as a day in June? A winding lane, a kiss, a new moon! Better than a day is a girl and boy Filled with love and new found joy.

- **Life Without Meaning**
  by Gene Connor
  "I am sobbing — I am weeping, I wish to die. Twould be better for all if my soul were on High. There is no reason for life."

- **Song**
  by Phyllis Gikling
  "A tree can never make a noise If no one's near to hear it fall."

- **Query**
  by Phyllis Gikling
  "Tell me, Do you think I care? Because our love has lost its tone..."

- **Problem**
  by Phyllis Gikling
  "A tree can never make a noise If no one's near to hear it fall."

- **Plains**
  by Phyllis Gikling
  "The Pointe指 Open House which is to be held April 16 have been nearly completed and the actual arrangements are already being made for it. Invitations have been prepared for all of the high schools in central Wisconsin and will be sent out late this week.

The laboratory part of the Open House will last from 1:00 to 5:00, during which time the visiting students will be shown various characteristic displays in the laboratories with special demonstrations by science majors students.

Several talking movies will be shown and a band concert will be presented by the college band. Mr. Berglund of Minneapolis will present a talk and several demonstrations in connection with liquid air and dry ice.

Professor Benjamin Morris of the science department of the U. of Wisconsin has been engaged to present a lecture on electrical phenomena which is as well known to the known authority on this subject.

A general meeting of Sigma Zeta will be held at 7:00 tonight at which time the final arrangements for the Open House and the National Convention which will be held at the same time will be completed. Jim Berard is the chairman of the Open House.

**Students! IN APPRECIATION OF THEIR SUPPORT**

**PATRONIZE POINTER ADVERTISERS**

- **Use Camo-Pine Oil**
  Rub for Colds, Aches, Joints and Rheumatism

- **Meyer Drug Co.** On the Square

**New Sports CREPE SOLES**

- **BLUE** $1.00
- **GREY** $1.00
- **WHITE** $1.00

- **Shippy's SHOE STORE**
  "$2.98

**A. L. Shafton & Co. DISTRIBUTORS OF**

- **Finest Canned Foods and Fresh Produce**

- **FIRST NATIONAL BANK**
  Capital and Surplus $260,000.00